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Let G be the maximum likelihood estimator of the offspring mean m given by 
~=“~OX”+*/“@*. 
Using some standard results due to Jagers (1975) and Dion (1972) on branching 
processes, the following limit theorem is established in this paper. 
Theorem 1. Under P( - 1 E,‘,), where E,‘, denotes the complement 
nonextinction, 
of Eo, the set o/ 
converges in law, as N + ‘~3, to a normal vector with mean zero and a well specjficd 
covariance matrix. 
This is in line with the similar results due to Venkataraman and Nanthi ( 1982) 
based on the Lotka-Nagaev estimator. 
A parameter free limit theorem based on Theorem I leading to a limiting X2-statistic 
is also derived in this paper which will find its use in the area of the asymptotic 
goodness of fit tests for a supercritical Galton-Watson process. 
On a Modified Markov Branching Process II 
A. Krishnamoorthy, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, University ofCoc*hin, 
Cochin 682 022, India 
A Markov branching process is modified in such a way that only particles of age 
lying in the age interval (If,, Tz) can give rise to offspring. An exact expression for 
the mean number of particles living at time t is given. The extinction probability 
of the process is computed and is shown to be greater than that for a Bellman-Harris 
process without any restriction. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation for a Multitype Continuous-Time Branching Process 
with Immigration 
K. Nanthi, Presidency 
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University, Kingston, Canada 
We consider a multitype Markov branching process with immigration {X, ; I 10). 
Maximum likelihood estimators for several paramcttlrs oi this process are obtained 
and their asymptotic properties as 7-4 CO are studied when the process {X,; t 2 0) 
is observed continuously over a fixed interval [0, r]. 
